Example Social Media Posts

Rutgers School of Arts and Sciences
November 15, 2018

Alumni and donors support diversity and inclusion at Rutgers by giving back to the School of Arts and Sciences. #rutagdays @rutagteam
Today is TAG Day! Throughout the day we will be sharing the kinds of initiatives that contribute to the Rutgers-Newark community thanks to alumni and donor support. #TAGDayRU

rutagteam • Following
Busch Campus of Rutgers University

rutagteam Make sure you head over to Busch and Douglass to cast your vote!! Who will be awarded $1,000?? Its literally up to you!! Watch our story if you cant make it to cast a vote!! You can also get a cookie, stickers, a tee, and phone wallets!!
#tagdaysru
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Liked by asapdistrict2 and 50 others
NOVEMBER 12, 2019
TAG DAYS

TAG DAYS

"I am very grateful for the support. And it’s in that spirit that I want to go into medicine so I can one day help communities in need" — Kathryn Ullett

The Dean’s Emergency Assistance Fund @rutgersartsandsciences makes a big difference at Rutgers. Alumni gifts help lessen the financial burden for students.

#TAGDaysRU

Liked by rutagteam and 14 others

NOVEMBER 14, 2018

Add a comment...
TAG DAYS

ru_smir • Follow
ru_smir The SMLR Student Support Fund makes a big difference at #Rutgers! Alumni gifts help students weather the financial burden of educational costs, and SMLR supporters can designate their gift specifically for HRM or LSER students. #TAGdaysRU

Liked by rutagteam and 6 others
November 15, 2018

RU Student Health @RUSTudentHealth • Nov 14, 2018
The Student Health and Wellness Fund ensures students have all the resources they need day to day and during times of stress. Donations from alumni, students and friends help make this a reality! #TAGDaysRU
One of our @rutgersalumni donors graduated in 1879!?! #TAGDaysRU @RUTagTeam
Jean François Millet, #TheGleaners 1855, etching, Estate of Raymond V. Carpenter (RC 1879) #AnnieLebovitz, Dominique Moceanu, Houston, Texas, 1996, gelatin silver print, Gift of Anne & Arthur Goldstein